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Abstract 

Vehicular network (VANET) is a newly introduced technique to provide the communication between the vehicles that travel on 
the road. To achieve a trustworthy routing for Vehicular network is a challenging task because of its high mobility and the 
changing topology. So there is a need to pay attention to improve the reliability in the VANET network. In this paper we are 
using Euler’s graph to improve the reliability of communicating devices by means of acknowledgment returns back to source 
device and by which we can confirm the packet has reached all the devices in its network. This is the first paper to propose a 
logical structure for VANET network to improve reliability and enhance the communication speed of the devices in the network 
in spite of the device mobility feature. 
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1. Introduction 
                        The main motivation for introducing VANET technology is to prevent road accident among vehicles 
by providing road safety information to the vehicles on the road. They grant inter vehicular interaction between the 
devices. Each vehicle equipped with transponder for providing ad hoc network connectivity. Thus each device can 
communicate by sending and acknowledging messages to other devices in the area of their network. By this 
technique we are able to establish communication between drivers regarding the traffic conditions and some of the 
route information about travelling. VANET characteristics in comparison with MANETs are high in the generation 
of the power used for transmission, more computational ability and determining the mobility among the devices. 
The network topology alters when the vehicles alter their velocity and/or lanes. The change occurs based in the 
current road situation like taking diversion and is not normally scheduled in advance. 

 The proposed method using Euler’s graph improves the reliability among vehicles that communication on road by 
allowing the information to flow along cycle and reach the source with acknowledgement. The existing method 
doesn’t use any specific graph structure for VANET vehicular communication. If the property of Euler’s graph is 
meeting in the vehicles that are wishing to communicate then connectivity established among devices for 
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communication. In the Euler’s graph we represent the graph using vertices and edges and in our paper we represent 
vehicles as vertices and their communication links as edges. This is the first paper to propose a structure for VANET 
network to improve reliability and enhance the communication speed of the devices in the network. 

2. Features 
VANET technique provides unique features which it differ from other techniques such as Mobile ad hoc network.  

1. Frequently changing network designs:  
The design of the VANET alters with the changing velocity of the vehicles. There are 2 vehicles which are 
travelling with the velocity of 40km/hr and the radio range among them is 120 km. Then the edge link among the 
two nodes will exist for          120/40 =3 hr.  

2. Loss of network connectivity among the nodes: 
From the observed results, while exchanging the information we are having a lot of disconnections between the 
vehicles. We can see this kind of scenario in less populated network. 

3. Vehicle movement modelling: 
The pattern of movement between the vehicles is based on the traffic condition, structure of the road, velocity of the 
vehicles, behaviour of the person handling the vehicle and lots many.  

4. Main feature (more power and storage):  
Now a day’s vehicle has been designed in a way that they have more storing capacity and more lasting usage in the 
battery. This is the main feature that is unavailable in MANET. By this we can have enhanced information 
exchange. 

5. Information exchange scenario: 
The information exchange among the vehicles is not the same in less populated network & more populated network. 
In more populated network building, plants, buildings, climatic changes like humidity behave as obstacle and in less 
populated network like these things don’t exist. So the routing of less populated & high populated network will be 
different.  

6. Communication with sensors:  
 The global positioning system helps in locating the position of the devices on the road. Thereby information 
exchange can happen effectively. 

 

3. The architecture of Vehicular network 
 
1. Vehicle to vehicle interaction: 
 In this method vehicles communicate by using sensors and one device sent information to second device which then 
relays the information to next device in the network and it keeps sending the information. 

 2.  Vehicles to infrastructure interactions: 

To enter in to internet for vehicular communication, the vehicles use WLAN access points and gateways. 

3.  Hybrid vehicle to roadside interaction: 

 The hop count is used as the metric for vehicles communicating in infrastructure mode. The hop can be single or 
multiple hops depending on the vehicles location. The vehicle to vehicle communication enables information 
sharing. 
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Fig 1 vehicular ad hoc network architecture 

 

4. Challenging routing requirements of VANET 
  There are some of the challenging issues in VANET due to frequently changing network designs, Loss of 

network connectivity among the nodes.  

1. Movement of vehicles  
In Ad hoc network, the movement of vehicles is limited within some range of area, but this is not the case in 
VANET vehicles keep on moving with varying velocities and make their connection with vehicles that comes on 
their way and last for only less time. So it’s a most challenging task of VANET.  

2. Disappearing of vehicular information   

The vehicles within the coverage area establish link between them and communicate information among devices that 
are in the range. If a device move out of the coverage area, all the details regarding other device information in the 
coverage area and network information for that area which were maintained in its database will be erased from its 
memory. Password will be required for contacting user device. This password feature improves the security feature 
of the VANET device. 

3. Network Scalability  

There are 730 million devices which is the Vehicular network scale and there is still growth in network scale. To 
govern the network standard of this technique there is no authority which is a drawback.  

4. Business bondage  

From the fig.1 we can see the devices communicating with the radio station on the road. This communication can be 
established only if the vehicular device holds the DSRC radios. But currently only few cars hold the radio .At least 
in the upcoming years we must try to increase the number of road vehicles using radios for communication as it 
provides many benefit for the traffic scenarios. Thereby encouraging the commercials to invest in this field. 

     

5. Proposed Algorithm 
Step1. Each device is equipped with a sensor for establishing communication among devices. 
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Step 2. The devices need to connect with other devices for which the criteria are establishing a link; the number of 
links to be associated with each node is even number of degree. 

Step 3. The devices can be added or deleted from the Euler’s circuit but the message exchange will happen only 
when even degree criteria is satisfied. 

If not satisfied the node can remove the link of the other device to satisfy the criteria or add a link to satisfy the 
criteria. 

Step 4. Cycle is formed and the source will receive an acknowledgement from the other node by which it confirms 
that other nodes have received the packed which it has transmitted. 

If not it will retransmit after forming a circuit again. Reliability is improved. 

 

6. Euler’s graph proposed method 
 

   An Euler path start at a particular node and pass through all edges exactly once and return back to initial 
node that started the path there by creating an Euler’s cycle. 

The criteria for Euler’s path are it must pass through each edge only once. Repetition of vertices is allowed 
in Euler’s. As the Euler’s path returns back to the source node creating an Euler’s circuit. 

   In this method, each vehicle is allowed to establish communication only with even number of devices on 
the road that even number also includes the device which wished to establish communication with other devices. In 
the graph terminology, each device is referred as a node and the degree of each node should be even. Once all the 
devices that want to communicate with neighbours connect with even number of neighbours then the source will 
send the traffic related or some road accidents or road scenarios to its neighbours in packet form. 

 

Fig 2 Proposed architecture using Euler’s graph 

From the above fig 2 consider A, B, C, D, E, F nodes as devices on the road. Consider device A as the 
source that sends the traffic information to all other device in the road and the acknowledgment comes back to the 
source A. Thus a cycle is formed by which we can make sure that all other devices received the information sent by 
source. As it’s a wireless network the devices exchange RTS and CTS to enable CSMA/CA once the devices have 
made hand shake they will involve in communicating information. 
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  By our proposed idea we can create a logical structure for the devices that wants to communicate in 
VANET network. The logical structure which we created is based on Euler’s graph properties need to be satisfied 
and then communication occurs. The reliability is ensured by means of acknowledgement returning back to sender. 

Each device updates its routing table with the path cost of its neighbours in the network. And for those 
devices which are not neighbour initialise it to infinity initially, then updates the path cost of other devices which are 
shared by the neighbouring device. All devices keep updating its table from the information it receives from all 
devices. It uses Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm to find the shortest path to traverse the traffic information. 

    As the devices are mobile even if one of the devices move out of Euler’s circuit it will wait for the next 
device to be added to the circuit for a specific time range by starting a time out alarm to achieve even degree of 
vertices. If no device is added to the circuit within the timeout alarm period it will remove any one of the device in 
its node to satisfy the criteria. By introducing this structure the traffic congestion along the node is reduced. The 
number of messages in the circuit is limited. If a device want to enter in to communication with another Euler’s 
circuit it can break itself from the current Euler’s circuit and move to other circuit. Thus its position will be occupied 
by some other device in the network. 

 

7. Conclusion 
    By our proposed idea we can create a logical structure for the devices that wants to communicate 

in VANET network. The structure which we created is based on Euler’s graph properties need to be satisfied and 
then communication occurs. The reliability is ensured by means of acknowledgement returning back to sender as 
cycle is created in the network. The network congestion is reduced and thereby fastened the process of message 
exchange in VANET. 
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